The industry-leading company that started the digital dosing revolution.

What are binaural brainwave doses and how do they work in layman’s terms.

The famous interview reprinted from Shock Magazine with Nick Ashton.

A database of real and true user experience dosing reports.

See the products and services offered and try I-Doser yourself.

I-Doser Labs is the leading producer of Binaural Brainwave CDs, MP3s, and computer-based and mobile Binaural Brainwave Doses. Using proven, scientific, and safe methods of synchronizing your brainwaves; a simulated state can be achieved through the use of I-Doser’s advanced product line. Our Binaural process has been refined with years of research and development, and unmatched standards.

With thousands of satisfied users, over a million downloads, and hundreds of product offerings, the I-Doser product line continues to lead the industry as the only safe and effective method to achieve a simulated mood or experience through the use of specialized audio - using a technique that involves playing two different tones simultaneously to produce a perceived tone inside the head, in order to alter brainwaves.
ARE YOU READY?
TO EXPERIENCE iDOSER

JUST PRESS PLAY
TO SEE REAL EXPERIENCES

iDOSER
Binaural beat recordings are specially generated sounds, designed to alter your brainwaves - bringing about different states of minds and intense simulated moods. They’re safe, non-addictive, and can be used as often as you like. I-Doser.com is the industry leader.

WHAT'S THE BIG DEAL, REALLY?

THE LOW DOWN
Binaural beat recordings are specially generated sounds, designed to alter your brainwaves - bringing about different states of minds and intense simulated moods. They’re safe, non-addictive, and can be used as often as you like. I-Doser.com is the industry leader.

HOW THEY WORK
Two coherent sounds of similar frequencies into each ear produce a third “binaural beat” at a specific frequency INSIDE the mind... this directly influences the brainwaves and is used to manipulate moods. Hundreds of experiences await!

UNPARALLELED SERVICE AND QUALITY
With the refinement of the technology, the world took notice. I-Doser made headlines on Wired, CNET, FOX NEWS, CBS – we can go on and on. With trending products comes a waterfall of cheap imitators. Let’s make one thing clear: all binaurals are not created equally. With an 83% success rate, a QA and test process lasting years per release, I-Doser has the most powerful and extensive set of products on the market today – HANDS DOWN. We have also been doing it the longest. Don’t take our word for it – I-Doser has sold millions of products and is consistently rated the top in the industry, we have THOUSANDS of satisfied customers that engage in all aspects of social interaction (we trend top in the industry on every major social network. You owe it to yourself to... Try I-Doser.com

THE MOST ADVANCED SEQUENCES EVER
Two powerful tones deliver highly specialized audio into each ear of the listener separately. The different tones are delivered over a carrier sequence of white noise that acts as the catalyst for our powerful sequences. The separate HRZ of the audio is mixed within the brain of the user and a simulated mood or experience is created. Safe effective simulated experiences easily.
INFOGRAPHIC OF
IDOUSER

17% FEEL NO EFFECT
35% FELT FULL EFFECT, EVERY TIME
19% FELT FULL EFFECT, ONCE/FEW TIMES
29% FELT FULL EFFECT, NEARLY EVERY TIME

* TOTAL QA TEST POLL: 1136 PARTICIPANTS

EXPLAINING
~ THE ~
DIGITAL DOSING REVOLUTION

IDOUSER IS EFFECTIVE

IDOUSER IS GLOBAL

550,000 Visitors
North America

289,000 Visitors
Europe

140,000 Visitors
Asia, Africa, Oceania

185,000 Visitors
South America

1.2 MILLION

* BASED ON 1.2 MILLION VISITORS YEARLY

IDOUSER IS SOCIAL

#1 RATED WIN APP — CNET #1 TOP DOWNLOAD

#1 RATED IOS APP — APP STORE TOP 100 APP

#1 RATED DROID APP — GOOGLE TOP 100 APP

OVER 2 MILLION SOFTWARE DOWN LOADS

50,000 FORUM POSTS

10,000 FACEBOOK LIKES

1,000 TWEETS

25,000 NEWSLETTER MEMBERS
75% OF VISITORS JOIN
In this rare exclusive, we do an in-depth and personal interview with the founder of I-Doser.com, Nick Ashton. Covering the business specifics to running I-Doser.com and the recent hype around “Digital Drugs,” Nick tells all in this exclusive!

QUESTION: What professional studies do you have until now? Where do you live?

I-DOSER: I majored in the arts, with interest in audio design, psychology and studies of the brain appended to my research with I-Doser.com. NYC born and raised!

QUESTION: Where was born the idea of creating these “virtual drugs”? How old were you in that moment? How and with who did you tested the idea? What were you after?

I-DOSER: First, I would recommend you do not call our products “digital drugs.” Our products are intended to create a simulated mood or experience. The term “drug” brings negative connotation. Some of our products are sexual and sleep aids, for example, or advanced meditation audio. While some of our advanced sequences can simulate the positive effects of drugs – we are careful to not put this proactive in negative light. The concept was in development for about 5 years with some of our more advanced doses taking years to create.

QUESTION: Which was the first dose you created? How effective was it?

I-DOSER: Peyote was our proof of concept dose. Users see an 83% effective rate.

QUESTION: How's the perfect dose? Which elements or characteristics must it have to be effective?

I-DOSER: A small talented direct staff and many more dedicated to QA testing products. We do not release sales numbers.

QUESTION: How can you get to have moderate, strong, or very strong doses?

I-DOSER: Based on those that have more noticeable or more powerful effects according to testing. It gives beginners a ladder – start with weaker doses and move on to stronger.

QUESTION: For sure, in your customers, there are many people that have never tried hallucinogenic or stimulating drugs. What do you think I-Doser offers this kind of people? Does it lead them to the risk of tasting these substances in the “real world”?

I-DOSER: Our products are no more a gateway drug than is Pink Floyd. We receive hundreds of emails from users who are thankful for a safe product. Some have even used it to help them quit a dangerous habit.

QUESTION: Which is the most common consumer type you’ve managed to identify? Who are the most loyal, frequent, curious and I-DOSER: We do not have a singular demographic. Our customers are anyone looking to expand their minds through an exciting and unique product line. This ranges both genders and across all age ranges. I-Doser is universal, in all respects.

QUESTION: Do you test what you sell in I-Doser.com? Which is your favorite?

I-DOSER: Yes, I am involved in all areas of the business. The most exciting new product (for me) is our new Sense Simulations that can enhance your senses.

QUESTION: How many people make up the I-Doser team?

I-DOSER: We offer thousands of products between our computer program, mobile apps, and CDs and MP3s. We do not release sales numbers.

QUESTION: How can you get to have moderate, strong, or very strong doses?

I-DOSER: Based on those that have more noticeable or more powerful effects according to testing. It gives beginners a ladder – start with weaker doses and move on to stronger.

QUESTION: For sure, in your customers, there are many people that have never tried hallucinogenic or stimulating drugs. What do you think I-Doser offers this kind of people? Does it lead them to the risk of tasting these substances in the “real world”?

I-DOSER: Our products are no more a gateway drug than is Pink Floyd. We receive hundreds of emails from users who are thankful for a safe product. Some have even used it to help them quit a dangerous habit.

QUESTION: Which is the most common consumer type you’ve managed to identify? Who are the most loyal, frequent, curious and I-DOSER: We do not have a singular demographic. Our customers are anyone looking to expand their minds through an exciting and unique product line. This ranges both genders and across all age ranges. I-Doser is universal, in all respects.
I-DOSER.com sells EXTREMELY POWERFUL

SIMULATED MOODS and EXPERIENCES

QUESTION: You also sell “spiritual” doses. Why did you decide to create products such as ‘Inspire, AntiSad, Brain+, and Confidence’? Which social context did you found for giving yourself to the market aiming for personal motivation?

I-DOSER: We offer a full line of daily simulations that can help achieve success in daily life, from motivation, to encouragement, to enhancement. They are very popular and identify as a diverse leader in the space.

QUESTION: Sexual doses? Explain us how they work please!

I-DOSER: We offer a while line of sexual doses. Each one is designed to help achieve a specific sexual feeling or mood.

QUESTION: Masochistic, multiple orgasm or ecstasies: who buys them more? Men or women? How satisfied are your clients?

I-DOSER: The orgasm doses are very popular with woman. Orgasm is our best selling dose.

QUESTION: Do you think you sell doses for lonely people? What do people (both men and women) search in these products?

I-DOSER: Being lonely has nothing to do with our products. People looking to expand their mind through a simulated experience seek out I-Doser. Loneliness has nothing to do with it.

QUESTION: One of your newest products, the Sense Simulations Pack, promises a lot; almost as it could turn its users in supermen with superpowers. Isn’t it a bit risky?

I-DOSER: We don’t claim they give your superpowers. They are intended to enhance your base senses. For instance, use our Hear dose before a concert, Taste dose before a special dinner – can gradually enhance these senses to make for a better experience. No dose will make you a superhero.

QUESTION: I-DOSER.com is a good business? Do you make profit?

I-DOSER: Yes, I-Doser is the leader in digital audio doses.

QUESTION: You designed special software to sell your doses for PC, you sell CD’s and mp3 for iPods, and you recently launched the I-Doser app for mobile. However, many of your doses are available for free download in the internet (we have found files with more than 100 different free doses). Do you feel a victim, like big record companies, of piracy?

I-DOSER: Yes, piracy is a problem for us just as it is the music industry. Many of the free doses offered through torrents are fake. Users could potentially download them and not achieve the correct effects. I-Doser is the only authorized dealer of our products. If you have obtained them through any other site, don’t expect the same level of results, if any.

QUESTION: We can find job offers in the website for selling the doses. How does your “Dealer program” work?

I-DOSER: Dealers can link to our products and get 20% of every sale. We offer the most advanced affiliate program in the business, with the highest commission.

QUESTION: There are thousands of YouTube videos of people that take the risk of tasting the I-Doser. Most of them conclude that it doesn’t work. Why does this happen?

I-DOSER: We have thousands of positive experience reports listed on I-Doser.com and our customers have been very happy with the results. Most YouTube videos we have seen show people achieving powerful results.

QUESTION: Which are going to be the new features of the I-Doser.com catalogue? What are you working in?

I-DOSER: We do not announce in-development products.

QUESTION: Does it exist or not, the risk of becoming an addict of the doses you sell? Not only to the drugs (hallucinogenic, recreational, psychiatric), but to the ones that promise the users to “feel better”? How can you prove it?

I-DOSER: Not possible to get physically addicted to listening to sound.

QUESTION: How do you invite your friends to have a taste of the doses? Is it hard to convince people to try it?

I-DOSER: We have passionate fans. People are usually very excited to try our new products.

QUESTION: If you had to make one statement about I-Doser, as a whole, what would you say about your company?

I-DOSER: I-Doser is a safe and effective way to achieve a simulated mood or experience through the use of advanced binaural audio sequences. It is not the next drug craze or internet scam. It is intended only for mature individuals looking to expand their mind in new and exciting ways.

QUESTION: Do you think that we are naturally born addicts? That we need to be addict to something no matter if it’s a substance, a habit or a person?

I-DOSER: No, I don’t believe that. I feel is possible to lead a healthy, happy, life with no inhibiting addictions. That is some of the inspiration behind out industry-leading products. We offer the safest more homeopathic way to achieve a simulated mood through audio modification and meditation.

QUESTION: Which has been the most rewarding compliment you’ve received about the project? Which has been the worst (and most sad) critic you’ve received?

I-DOSER: The best is an email I received from a user who has used it to help quit a debilitating heroin addiction. For him, I-Doser changed his life. Although we would never advise anyone to tackle an addiction without medical assistance, he found I-Doser an invaluable tool. There is no single worst comment other than the media’s misconception and scare reporting.

QUESTION: Any closing comments for your interested readers?

I-DOSER: I-Doser is dedicated to the advancement of simulated moods and experiences. Most cut-rate binaural vendors and their poor sequences do not give this niche a good name – if you want to truly feel– then you MUST TRY I-DOSER.COM
"I went through a tough depression a couple of months back and it was the most terrible thing I've ever experience I must say, even with medication I was having a hard time getting on my feet, then i decided to try I-Doser remembering I read something about it. The medication was barely working and I was quite desperate but I must say I-Doser was truly magical, It had been years since I ever felt that good. It gave me comforting warmth throughout all of my body and my mind was in peace, even a mild headache completely vanished and after the dose I was fully ok, just like that. Now I use it nearly every day and my life has improved so much... I recommend I-Doser to anyone! You won't regret it!! It healed me!!"  –Yude Speaking about the Aura+ Dose

"This wasn’t quite what I was expecting for a coke trip, but I gotta say I do enjoy this dose. It is as close as you can come to the real thing without actually ingesting it. They did a great job with the effects as it was spot on. As soon as I took it, I was wired. Like… not extremely wired, but to put it to scale I was in my bed about to sleep when I took it, and I was instantly awake, as if I just chugged a monster in only a few second. Really good effect, especially for trying to mimic cocaine. –Hilt Speaking about the Cocaine Dose

"Wow this is s amazing! I’ve only ever smoked marijuana twice but anyway when i got high i felt super calm and like i could walk forever. Last time i smoked was about 2 months ago maybe 3 and i did this about 2hours ago and whilst listening i was seeing faces about 3 quarters in and i felt a bit like jelly! Then the drop or whatever u call it happens and u get kinda scared because u dont expect it but its the best bit because it feels like ur flying through ur mind and then when it finished i stayed still for about 30mins and started eating pringles and listening to music. I felt so calm and chilled and it all sounded bloody amazing! I can’t wait to try it again and see if i get the same outcome. “–Maurice Speaking about the Marijuana Dose

"This was Crazy!!! I was first very scared to try Idoser but i managed to try alcohol and i got rid of my fear. I put the lsd dose on and in seconds it hit me! I felt like a new person! After a minute or so i saw colors and patterns!! When the dose ended i still saw colors jumping around for about 15 minutes and I was energized with a great mood for an hour!! It was the best trip of my life! Get over the fear and try it! ITS PERFECT!“  –Peter Speaking about the LSD  Dose

"Just did it and i aint gonna lie this is a true experience i got. I cleared my head and started listening to it and within seconds i was moving forwards and backwards then it gradually got slower and the sound was going at million beats per second and after now i feel so energetic both mentally and a bit more physically which is impressive since i was seriously quite tired. Also ive got up expecting to fall over but i felt heavy and in control + im sitting on my bed and i cant believe that like no one knows about idosers like i would have thought it would be seriously popular but people dont have any idea what they are missing!“  –Josh Speaking about the Speed Dose

“Wow! I just stumbled across the GameEnhancers and all I can say is it’s AWESOME! I just popped in the Music dose before playing Rockband, usually I can only play a few songs on Hard right now but I was able to do Green Grass and High Tides with a 99% and only missing 6 notes. ^_^ Definitely recommending this dose!"  –CW Speaking about the Game Enhancer Dose

"What can i say, i was definitely a skeptic. I’ve only done the regular orgasm dose once and to be honest i was a little overwhelmed with this dose. the first orgasm was the best, i almost screamed in ecstasy. The first orgasm lasted for about a full 30 seconds i’d say. trust me when i say its not for the faint-hearted, it is VERY intense. it is so indescribably good that i am exhausted after that experience….i had about 2 more orgasms before the dose ended and for each one i was quivering and convulsing so much but it felt amazing. After my last one i laid in bed for about 20 mins and every couple of minutes i would feel my spine tingle then about a second later my legs would start twitching and convulsing again for about 5 seconds. trust me, it will keep repeating for a short time after the dose as your brain returns to its normal pattern of activity, but until then enjoy it….i know i did extremely worth the money and time! “–Kevin Speaking about the Orgasm Dose
“I woke up after the 30 min, and I felt like i could not stop moving, and i was moving very quickly. This lasted about 30-45 min.” -Troy Speaking about the Enerqizer Dose

“I had a short but very vivid Lucid dream!! The more you listen to them, the more the effect is and the faster it works if you ask me.” -Dustin Speaking about the Lucid Dream Dose

“This is an amazing aphrodisiac as it puts you in a sexual mood. Worked excellent for me and i would recommend this to anyone.” -Mason Speaking about the Viagro Dose

“This feels just like Adderall. I've had it before. My eyes are more open than normal.” -Alex Speaking about the Adderall Dose

“Started to tingle, then was tingling so bad it was too much!” -Elk Speaking about the Kava Dose

“Gasping for air I try to recover. The sound of the ticking clock halted for a split second and time was suddenly restored as I was hurdled back into the world. I had an imprint on my bed that looked like a person was still lying there made out of sweat. I recommend it ONLY for experienced users.” -Naomi Speaking about the Speedball Dose

“It comes on fast and it comes on strong. Jolts of mellowing goodness shoot up from your legs and out of your arms. Excitement swells in your stomach. Nervous tension pushes you to the edge of your seat but instead of producing anxiety it's thrilling. Waves of pleasure and adrenaline surge through your body. Everything feels a little altered. Your body pulsates with anticipation and your mind melts into serene bliss.” -Richard Speaking about the Neuroin Dose
HUNDREDS OF SIMULATED EXPERIENCES
RECORDED ON YOUTUBE CAN’T BE WRONG

See for yourself at youtube.com/idosingfan or search “i-doser experiences”
WE SURE COULD USE YOUR HELP SPREADING THE WORD LIKE. SHARE. FORWARD. COMMENT. RETWEET... PLEASE?

HTTP://FACEBOOK.COM/IDOSERCOM
HTTP://TWITTER.COM/IDOSER
HTTP://YOUTUBE.COM/IDOSINGFAN
HTTP://I-DOSER.COM/FORUM
HTTP://BINAURALBLOG.COM
included in the media test kit

• I-DOSEr for WINDOWS PC AND MAC OS PLUS 3 FREE DOSES
• SAMPLE MP3 AUDIO DOSE FROM OUR BESTSELLING CD LINE
• MEDIA KIT: INTERVIEWS, EXPERIENCES, AND INFORMATION

Download now